MANADO WATERFRONT DEVELOPMENT CONCEPT AS SUSTAINABLE CITY OF TOURISM
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ABSTRACT: Urban waterfront development is a well established urban phenomenon in developed countries based on certain concepts and principles. It enhances urban design, quality of life and economic development of cities. The urban waterfront development in developing countries has produced a varied experience. This paper looks at a recent coastal development in Manado City, North Sulawesi, Indonesia for its development of urban public spaces, commercial developments and its integration with urban development policy of the city. Manado has a coastal border area that extends from coast to coast Malalayang Maasing down the coast and on Bunaken, Manado Tea island and the island Siladen, which now throughout this protected area has been transformed into a total cultivated area with several activities such as coastal border area districts Malalayang to district authorities other than the area that was already there are also added to the reclamation of new land currently used as a commercial area consisting of shops / malls, hotels and luxury housing. The development of the project will not enhance the quality of urban life and add aesthetic appeal but it reflects certain physical, economic and social problems.
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INTRODUCTION

Entering globalization era, Indonesian economic developing need to be advanced, because it can invited new investor and hoped its will develops the advantage area. One of this is waterfront area including coast, river and lakes. Developing of waterfront area was being the new tendency of city facilities development, especially in big city that has obstacle in land and has a big potency on water. Manado City is a city that place in Manado bay (Figure 1), and by geographic city distribution equal with water and Manado bay. One of this distribution project shore reclamation that hopes to be a new business area that could to rise up Manado city’s economic, except to empower Manado as waterfront city.

Figure 1. Manado City

So many conflict that occur resulting from this developing coast area, it’s because of so many interest from every aspect, include environment aspect, another city facilities aspect and integration aspect between developing area and existing area. By considering interest conflict, so developing coast area need a whole observation, to bridge the present interest conflict. In this paper is emphasized to overview of idea to develop waterfront area. From this idea, it’s hope that could give any input about support application of sustainable developing waterfront area. The purpose of this paper is to analyze the reclamation development concepts that must be considered in the development of reclamation in Manado. These concepts must be developed and designed in this project so that construction can be reclaimed and environmentally sustainable.

RESEARCH METHOD

Research method is doing observation to literature study from any sources. Collecting data by taking picture and sketch so we can revisualization the result that’s hope can answer any problems (Tungka, 2008). The identification data is descriptive in waterfront area. Location research focus is business district area or Boulevard Street on Business (Figure 2)

RECLAMATION IN COASTAL OF MANADO CITY

Reclamation of coastal to be a very interesting discussion, particularly related to the effects of land use. After the city government in 1990 stated that the position of Manado city is a gateway into the Pacific. Manado is strategically located in the Asia-Pacific, within located in situated on the border between the Philippines, Republic of Palau and the Pacific Ocean.
Distance from Manado to Davao City, Philippine is about 390 km and to Republic of Palau (Pacific Ocean) is about 750 km. Manado there is also direct flights to Singapore, the Philippines and Taiwan or to other countries directly without going through Jakarta and also there is a ferry boat crossing Manado-Davao. It is so that investors are given the opportunity to invest in this area. The limited land is not result in the development of the region's development. Barriers caused the government to be able to continue to occur in various ways to open the area or land for investment activities. The form of Manado city is also unique in Manado bay. The spread of the city that also follow this bay causing the elongated shape of the city follow the coastline of Manado bay. One suggestion is that by making reclaimed coastal Manado City. It is seen from the geographical shape of Manado City has long coast line as far as 5.9 km, and about 30 percents of the population lives in coastal Manado. Area of Manado is 15,659 hectare and area of reclamation is 67 hectare (BPN, 2010) for the first step construction. Reclamation was built in 1996 until 2000 and still constructing. Manado population numbered 417,700 (BPS, 2010) with a ratio of as many as 201,730 male population and female population of 215,970. Most residents have jobs Manado in trade, services and construction. A total of 97,625 working in the field of trade and services, 19,855 in transportation and communications and construction of as many as 22,290, making a total of 139,770 inhabitants or as much as 33 percent in the field of urban development. Manado has a coastal border area that extends from coast to coast Malalayang Maasing down the coast and on Bunaken, Manado Tua island and the island Siladen. It is now throughout this protected area has been transformed into a total cultivated area with several activities such as: coastal border area districts Malalayang to district authorities other than the area that was already there are also added to the reclamation of new land currently used as a commercial area consisting of shops / malls, hotels and luxury housing (Figures 3, 4 & 5).

**DEVELOPMENT URBAN**

Regional development is achieving regional development goals which include aspects of growth, equity and sustainability of the dimensionless location in space and related socio-economic aspects of the region (Anwar, 2005). According to Todaro (2009), development should also increase the income-oriented economy. According successful development was indicated by three core values namely the development community's ability to meet basic needs, increased self-esteem as a human society, and the increasing ability of people to choose (freedom from servitude), which is one aspect rather than human
rights. It is why Todaro that reinforce the sense that a very large development is not just how to raise people’s income every year our other features. Economic development could be understood as the activities undertaken to improve a country’s economy and living standards of its people. With the scope of the above, then economic development is generally defined as a process that causes an increase in income per capita population of a country in the long run which is accompanied by improvement of the institutional system (Todaro, 2009). According to Arshad (2006), development should affect income per capita. Income per capita is often used as indicators of development for differences level of economic progress among the developed countries against developing countries (NSB). Accordingly, the income per capita but may give an idea about the rate of growth of welfare in different countries can also describe the change of style welfare distinction that has been going on between various countries. Understanding the history and development strategy has undergone a change, stems from the development strategy that emphasizes economic growth, then growth and employment opportunities, growth and equity, the emphasis on basic needs, growth and environment life, and sustainable development. Development approach today is more focused on aspects of sustainability that aims to maximize human welfare through economic growth and efficiency of capital usage limited and resource constraints and technological limited (Munasinghe, 1995).

**THE CONCEPT OF MANADO SUSTAINABLE COASTAL AREA**

Some observation aspect that could help success of developing coast area (Figure 3) is:

1. **Theme**
   By the theme, developing coast area has a unique that can be different from another coast area. Theme can be taking from specific ecologic, climate, history or culture from this area. The even function of this coast area equal with another coast area by the climate and local condition could influences planning model. Special design reclamation for Manado is design with nature. Boulevard Street was built with follow the shape of seascape and built break water also.

2. **Image**
   Create image for coast area, water is the main object, so another facilities and service for example recreation, sport medium, home facilities, even restaurant will give specific beauty visual, so coast area can make an beautiful and attractive environment image. In Manado, this aspect have hard challenge because of another bad image that has been inherent in waterfront area, include image of Sario River and Tondano River be the place for collect trash and another bad things.

**EXPERIENCE**

Waterfront area has capable to give a excite experience and special ability that based on characteristic and feature of special water. Give access to water and its play area, conservation to flora and fauna live, to enrich facilities that have connection to control water character like channel, pool water control, etc.

**FUNCTION**

This aspect describe that developing coast area have to give it’s good function like policy of achieve accessibility, park circulation that could fill necessity even in busy condition, to facilitate and to pleasure foot walker, give a wonderful experience for visitor, to make the ecologic area fill the requirement along with appropriate facilities (occupying, recreation, sport, shop etc) and attracting all the time. By now, the reclamation of Manado bay has focused on business and services aspect. It’s could be see by shop center on every reclamation area. Some mall/ shopping center that we can met in some reclamation area, like Bahu Mall, Boulevard’s Mall, Manado Town Square, Mega Mall and Marina Plasa shopping center. These business areas will be interested for tourism area.

**TO CONSTRUCT PUBLIC OPINION**

To avoid any interest conflict by the public, so developing of coast area should have confirmed by clear and transparency and complete (theme, image, function, cost, ticket, AMDAL), so society can understood about benefit of developing coast area. By the participation of another side, it’s can get any support from society, its means that effort to realization of developing coast area. So many public opinion in construct reclamation on Manado Bay which is made a help make a decision of plan design.

**ENVIRONMENT ASSESSMENT (AMDAL)**

It needs to be emphasized that developing of coast area must be aim to protect the environment even to use unproductive area. By this reason observation to environment effect from developing waterfront area must be done accurately. This has been benefit to solve the problem and to avoid negative effect that could be rise for the environment. Reclamation case in Manado city has so many communities reaction for the access that can be rise from this project. Specially about manage the waste, also. Waste is so important because it have solid and liquid. Have to design with carefully and good planning.

**TECHNOLOGY ASPECT**

Using and implementation of technology even to choosing substance that will be used, especially relation with waterfront area, bund area, tackling waste, control of water, etc, need to appropriated with water character and location. It is so important
because can influences of security and rely on development for long time.

**Expense**

Expense aspect has to give attention because involves fund’s problem, even control fund problems. Things that involve in this problem like monetary government’s law even with the community response has to account because this things could influenced long life project.

**Organizing**

Organizing of coast area must be done by a professional, recall the complexity of the problems that must be handled, begin with organizing facility in good condition, make a promotion so attract to visitor, till doing some coordination with institution involved, even with government and private agencies.

**The Main Aspect in Developing Coast Area**

Some principal aspect that need to be noticed and consider to make any plan to coast area, include: climate, wind direction, ocean flow, water characterized, annual flood, flooded area, Topography, Seascane, Land structure, Landscape, Vegetation, Etc. In planning developing coast area is unifying community territories with nature life, so that area being preservation area so with to support economic of this area. Organizing of arrangement space has noticed. Generally reclamation area in Manado City is business and service area. Separate from community’s territory by Boulevard streets, can be arbiter between residence area and business area.

**Environmental Impact**

On the reclamation activities, land use and exploitation as a result of coastal reclamation depends on the operators. In connection with this concept of development should be directed to the concept of lasting development. Means development must consider the compatibility between man and nature and the importance of future generations. Legal protection is defined as operating patterns of consumers and producers to run properly so people can enjoy the benefits of adequate utilization of its natural resources. The use of natural resources must be arranged in such a way that provides benefits to each generation. This is a critical note on the implementation of coastal reclamation. The coastal reclamation can provide positive and negative effects on coastal communities and marine ecosystems. These effects can be short term and long-term, depending on the type of impact and the ecosystem and the communities in coastal reclamation areas and surrounding areas. The positive impact of coastal reclamation activities, among others resulted in the quality and economic value of coastal areas is increasing, reducing considered less productive land, the increase in the area, protect the shoreline from erosion, the breeding habitat of water and power absorption. The negative effects of coastal reclamation activities in the environment include physical effects such as changed oceanography, coastal erosion, sedimentation, turbidity of the water, marine pollution, changed soil water regime, increasing the potential for flooding and inundation of coastal areas. Biological effects, like disturbed mangrove ecosystems, coral reefs and diversity of nature although the field is decreasing. Besides the beach reclamation activities will also result in socio-economic changed such as difficulty of the public entering the area and loss of livelihood of coastal fishermen. Thus the coastal reclamation activities must be implemented carefully and thorough study involving related stakeholders. There are having impacts of land reclamation positive and negative in the community and development in Manado City. Always positive impacts related to economic life, socio-economic, socio-cultural, while the negative impacts on the environment and religion seriously enough highlighted by the experts. Impacts in detail will be submitted in two parts, directly visible positive impact associated with the Employment Management and economic growth. In the beginning before the reclaimed coastal community livelihood activities focused on professional workers and fishermen, because the area is generally occupied by the laborers who work in development activities in the City of Manado. Occurrence of impact on coastal reclamation work field where population expansion began in the commercial sectors and services.

**Positive Impacts**

Population, especially the younger generation began to be adsorbed in the service sector and trade especially in coastal reclaimed area was created as the business ‘Boulevard on Business’ at Manado coastal. Increase the employment of the impact on people’s income increases. Other positive impacts of the reclaimed coastal areas opened many rural people came to seek employment Manado. It is profitable for the local community from the illegal occupancy requirements and the employee continues to rise. Many turned to the room rental, retail shops and the workers who worked in the trade and services on the boulevard area would significantly influence the economic growth of urban society.

Other positive impact of involve increasing the selling price of the land. With the occurrence of reclaimed, the land sale prices have increased due to the need for more land is needed a good feeling and by entrepreneurs and rural communities want to have a T that came home to stay. The increase in selling price of land is of course the effect on the community. The changed of pattern land ownership continue to occur
as land prices increase. The positive impact of direct support by increasing the amount of effort and product efforts and the emergence of various efforts in the vicinity of a good reclamation project the grocery store, small shops, and culinary dining houses. This impact on the workforce in trade and services sector as a result of reclaimed coastal areas opened as the Boulevard, and known as the Boulevard on Business.

The other impacts of a rise in taxes and taxes provided the merchants to the city government. In the real impact of the reclamation activities not only impact on society, but the city government, an increase of Revenue District (PAD). Request permission effort, erecting a building permit, permission of course the location is very profitable as a result of the city government held reclaimed. In the field of direct taxation was increasing motor vehicle parking tax to consumption tax, where services, entertainment, health, and various businesses continue to enrich and increase the income of Manado City. The emergence of a hotel, a café in the vicinity of coastal reclamation is very influential to increase people's income and Manado City Government. Especially in coastal reclaimed area grows a good pub and discotheque entertainment.

The positive impacts of the guidelines that reclamation activity to make the area a “boulevard on business” highly qualified as highly profitable extended Manado city government. The value of the land sale and the continuing rise is directly related to the impact of land use and ownership of community land. With the occurrence of reclaimed and inclusion in the City of Manado investor would result in increased demand for land requirements. This is a growing impact on the selling price of land in the boulevard (area reclaimed the beach). With the increase in selling price is of course an impact on improving living standards and welfare of the community as a result of the occurrence increase income.

NEGATIVE IMPACTS

Increasing environmental pollution is a negative impact of the reclaimed beach, let alone most of the activity development of both pre construction and construction is not carried out a study with real environmental impact analysis. Not effective implementation of environmental impact analysis (AMDAL) in the coastal reclaimed area to clarify the environmental crisis from further negative impacts do reclaimed coastal Manado City. Continue to occur as a result of the environmental crisis reclaimed beach activities are legal problems in the field of environmental law. Coastal reclamation activities that damage the environment is happening because of legal factors, especially in the areas permission not forward aspect of the environment. Indonesian environment as an ecosystem that consists of a variety of areas, each as a substance that covers the social aspects of cultural, economic, and physical, with a pattern different trends between the subsystems of each other, and with the support of different environments. Coastal reclamation activities have not been arranged in such a way that still impact on the environment. Coastal reclamation activities of any kind must be based on the competitive environment closely related support in improving coordination and balance subsystem, which also means improving the performance of the subsystems.

The importance of the rule of law (law enforcement) in the areas of environment requires every citizen to follow every direction of the law related to environmental problems. There is no serious environmental handling in coastal reclamation activities are common symptoms of the negative impacts of development on the environment. The collaborative evidence is that the news about environmental damage often appears in the newspaper. Coastal sea water everywhere was much polluted. Coastal sea water does not meet the clean and healthy environment, while the sea water into the ground. Various prevention of environmental pollution continue to just run, while the development of regulation and the tools of law looks very static environment. In addition, the legal position (standing) for the plaintiffs are still very weak. Environmental crisis as a result of coastal reclamation is a serious problem that should be addressed by the government to further development occurred. It is a balance between positive and negative impacts.

Other negative impacts are associated with socio-cultural and religious problems. With the occurrence of business on the boulevard on reclaimed coastal areas to the emergence of powerful new culture of western cultures that are harmful for development of society, especially the younger generation. This negative impact is felt in the social and economic life of people who are lives in reclamation area.

CONCLUSIONS / SUMMARY

Manado City condition as city bay is great potency to develop by professional, but keep look at another technical things that have been describe previously. Coastal reclamation is the process of recover from the loss of or a condition that is less useful, and attempts to make the land eligible for building. Coastal reclamation can also be addressed within the framework of the process of cleaning an area that suffered environmental damage that can be used for human needs, such as building for enrich development.
Therefore, development should be directed to the tourism and economic development at coastal reclamation Manado. The use of integrated coastal area is one of the development concepts to the attention of sustainable, because the orientation of business conducted over reclamation areas.
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